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Mary Jane Doar, 
Pris Steele Gain 
Beauty Notability 
Two Rollins' lassies have cap-
tured beauty honors this week. 
Pris Steele, Phi Beta Phi entry, 
won the Olympic Queen title at 
the Winter Park High School sta-
dium Thursday night, Nov. 10. 
Mary Jane Doar, Kappa Alpha 
Theta entry, was selected by the 
0,range Bowl Committee from 
among 15 Rollins' entries to par-
ticipate in the semi-finals of the 
Orange Bowl Queen contest. 
Pris, of Washington, D. C , has 
won several honors before cap-
turing the Olympic Queen title. 
In a modeling contest in Wash-
ington, "D. C , Pris was chosen 
from 350 contestants for a years 
scholarship at the South Eastern 
University School of Modeling. 
Voting for the contest was done 
by a penny-a-vote system. 
While the contestants were wait-
ing to be presented, a group of 
about a dozen young boys came 
over and spoke to Pris. They had 
broad grins on their faces as they 
wished her good luck and then 
disappeared. 
After the surprised winner had 
received her bouquet of flowers 
and congratulations from the dig-
nitaries, the same group of boys 
approached shply and requested a 
bloom from her lovely bouquet. 
"Do you know w h y ? " , ' a s k e d 
one of the group. "We just thought 
you were the one who should win, 
so we put all of our allowances 
in your box." 
Mary Jane, a Theta pledge and 
transfer from Wesltyan College, 
will travel to Miami on Sat., Nov. 
19, where the finalists will be 
selected. 
If Mary Jane is fortunate 
enough to be chosen as a member 
of the court, all of her expenses 
will be taken care of and she will 
stay in Miami for fittings .and 
plans for the New Year's Day 
festivities. 
The queen will be picked from 
the princesses to reign over the 
Orange Bowl game. She will be 
judged on the basis of personality, 
poise, and beauty. 
Among the many honors Mary 
Jane has captured, is the title of 
Miss Georgia 1954, and she was 
entered in the Miss America Con-
test. 
She was the Sweetheart of 
Lambda Chi at Me»rcer College, 
and placed third in the Miss Fay-
etteville contest. 
Council Decides 
To Close Center 
Over Thanksgiving 
The Student Center will be 
closed over the Thanksgiving 
holidays, it was announced in 
the Student Council meeting 
Monday night. The majority of 
students being away over the 
holidays necessitated the clos-
ing of the Center, it was de-
cided. 
Dean Day stated that notices 
would be sent to the houses later 
in the week posting the hours for 
the girls who will remain on 
campus during Thanksgiving. 
Joey Dallanegra, vice presi-
dent, informed the Council that 
the heater for the Pelican will 
be installed this week. Discuss-
ion was held on the subject of 
reducing Pelican fees and a 
meeting has been planned with 
Mr. Tiedtke, treasurer, to in-
vestigate the matter. 
Bush Is Chosen 
A s Member O f 
Trustee Board 
A. G. Bush, Winter Park and 
St. Paul industrialist, has been 
elected to the Board of Trustees 
of Rollins College for a three-
year term. 
Bush, who is chairman of the 
executive committee of Minne-
«ota Mining and Manufacturing 
Co., has been active in civic and 
financial circles since coming 
to Winter Park in 1950. 
He is chairman of the board of 
Commercial Bank at Winter Park, 
a director of Florida Bank and 
Trust Co., and president of Win-
ter Park Memorial Hospital Assn. 
During the campaign for the 
new Winter Park hospital, Bush 
was one of the most active 
workers and the most generous 
donor. For the first year he 
underwrote the operating de-
ficit of the hospital. 
Waite 
Dorsett Discusses 
Pessimism Shown 
Modern Paywrites 
What are playwrites for ? Mr. 
Wilbur Dorsett attempted to an-
swer this question at the After 
Chapel Club on Sunday. 
Playwrites do not preach formu-
lated philosophy, but are con-
cerned with man in relation to fa-
tality, society, other men, and his 
own self. 
What we ask of the theatre is 
the spectacle of a will striving to-
wards a goal and conscious of the 
means it employs. If the striving 
is successful, the drama is com-
edy; if the striving is not suc-
cessful, the drama is tragedy." 
Modern playwrites, thinking that 
"all happy things have been ex-
hausted," have eliminated the 
noble hero from their plays. The 
heroes of today are bewildered, 
uncertain characters fighting their 
way through themes of "loneliness, 
rebellion, juvenile delinquency, 
emotional starvation—terror fan-
tasies, sadism and schizophrtnia. 
In conclusion, Dorsett said, ". . . 
It is my wish, therefore, that our 
coming generation of playwrites 
give us worthy heroes with whom 
we will care to identify ourselves 
^—heroes in tragedies who go down 
gloriously to defeat, or heroes in 
comedies who happily win over 
obstacles by exerting a conscious 
will." 
This society elects to membership those Fifteen sophomores were initiated into Phi Society Sunday 
f i n i n g h U rank in scholarship as freshmen. They are, back row left to right, Judy S*ite, Suzanne 
Vinson, Ford Oehne Ton^ t a y n g , Frank Ferguson; front row, Dorothy Evelyn, Janet Jones, Sandra 
^ e r t y . D o n Cobb Bill P ^ e . Not pictured are Cam Chapman, Theora Drehe,, Jamce Hamilton, Amta 
^adsworth, Susan Digre. 
Assistantships 
Available For 
Study In Coltimbia 
A chance to teach and study in 
Colombia is open to U. S. college 
graduates. 
The University of Caladas in 
Manizales, Colombia, offers two 
teaching assistantships to Ameri-
can graduate students, for the 1956 
academic year, January 3 to Oc-
tober 5, 1956. 
This is the first year in which 
the assistantships have been of-
fered by the Colombian University. 
Successful candidates will assist 
in teaching English in the uni-
versity's Department of Lan-
guages. Preference will be given 
to applicants who plan careers as 
teachers. of Spanish. 
Other eligibility requirements 
are: U. S. citizenship; a"""bachelor's 
degree by date of departure; the 
maturity, articulateness and.initia-
tive necessary for teaching; good 
moral character, personality and 
adaptability; proficiency in Span-
ish; and good health. 
Both men and women are eligible 
for the awards. 
The assistantships include a 
monthly stipend of 275 Colombian 
pesos (roughly $100), room and 
tuition in any faculty of the Uni-
versity. Return transportation by 
air from Miami to Manizales is 
also provided. Men assistants are 
housed in a dormitory; women, in 
a high school connected with the 
University. 
December 1, 1955, is the closing 
date for application for the Colom-
bian awards. 
For more information write 
Kenneth Holland, President of the 
Institute of International Educa-
tion, 1 East 67th Street, New York 
City. 
Dr. Waite Heads 
Founder's Week 
Celebration Plans 
Dr. Alexander Waite, pro-
fessor of psychology, has been 
named chairman of Founders' 
Week, Hugh F. McKean, presi-
dent of Rollins College, an-
nounced last week. 
Dr. Waite has been associated 
with Rollins College since 1937 
in the psychology department. 
Founders' Week is scheduled 
for Feb. 10-27. Included 'in the 
program are the Animated 
Magazine, convocation, Found-
ers' Week dinner and many 
exhibits. 
The most elaborate exhibit will 
be the celebration of the 250 
birthday of Benjamin Franklin, 
which is a national celebration. In 
connection with this, a colloquim 
will be held in the library concern-
ing Benjamin Franklin's literary 
accomplishments. 
Many rare items in connec-
tion with Franklin have been 
obtained for the Rollins' ex-
hibit and will be on display for 
a month in the Library. 
As chairman of Founders' 
Week, Dr. Waite will work closely 
with President McKean and the 
many committees to make this 
year's celebration a huge success. 
Paintings Now 
Exhibited At 
Morse Gallery 
Twenty-six oil paintings by 
young American artists are on 
exhibit a t Morse Gallery of Art, 
Rollins College, until Thanks-
giving. 
The exhibit has been loaned 
to Rollins by Contemporary 
Arts, Inc., an organization for 
the promotion of American art 
and artists. 
Because of the absence of Mr. 
and Mrs. Hugh F. McKean, no 
opening reception for the exhibit 
will be held. Mrs. McKean is di-
rector of the gallery. 
Among the paintings being 
exhibited are: Crucifixion by 
Margit Beck; Virtuoso by Em-
ma Threnreich; Study in Blue 
by Jeannette M. Genius; Park 
Scene by Philip Pieck; Grey Ab-
straction by Susan Moore; and 
Ferris Wheel by Betty Esman. 
Morse Gallery is open daily 
from 2-5 p.m. 
Mehta to Return 
To 1956 AniMag 
Gavanihari L. Mehta, Indian Am-
bassador to the United States, is 
returning as a guest to this years 
Animated Magazine which will be 
held this Spring Term. 
Ambassador Mehta was a guest 
speaker at the Magazine in 1953 
where he spoke on "India-Ameri-
can Cooperation, Retrospect and 
Prospect." He is an Honorary 
Alumni of the college. 
It is a new policy of the college 
to invite past speakers to return to 
the Animated Magazine as quests. 
Each time they return new interest 
is stimulated. 
This year's Animated Magazine 
is scheduled to be even more elab-
orate than the past years' and a 
greater attendance is expected. 
Bits O' News 
Evening Vesper will be held 
tonight from 6:45- 7:00 p.m. 
in the Knowles Memorial Chap-
el for the Rollins Family only. 
Dr. William Fort will be the 
speaker. 
=N * * 
Members of Sigma Xi Club 
of Rollins College will hold 
their first get together Satur-
day, Nov. 19, at 12:15 p.m. in 
the Student Center. Following 
luncheon they will adjourn to 
Knowles Hall for the meeting. 
* * * 
A membership in the Rollins 
Book-A-Year Club has been 
taken out in memory of the 
late Mrs. Christine Baldwin by 
Mrs. A. W. Hyde, Yantic, Conn. 
Mrs. Baldwin formerly was di-
rector of the Rollins Conserva-
tory of Music. 
* * * 
Mr. Mendell will speak at 
the Annual Thanksgiving ser* 
vice Wednesday, Nov. 23 at 9:40 
A.M. in the Knowles Memorial 
Chapel. 
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Pho tography "Win Tayloi 
EDITORIAL 
December 1 at 11:50 
December 1st, at 11:50 p.m. a plane will 
leave from the Orlando Municipal Airport. 
Obviously many planes leave the Orlando 
Municipal Airport without arousing pny 
particular anxiety unless it is a plane you 
are supposed to be on. 
However this particular plane will be 
transporting the Rollins basketball team to 
a large sized encounter with the Bradley 
Braves whose encampment is in Peoria, 
Illinois. 
The bitty basketballers from little Rol-
lins College will be playing a big team that 
considers, and rightfully so, that basketball 
is their "king sport". Since the Bradleyites 
feel that basketball is the reigning monarch, 
the Tars would therefore be considered as 
pawns; an unsavory term to apply to OUR 
TEAM. 
Is it our team????? 
Since many of the student body will 
themselves be departing from this same 
airport for Christmas vacation, why not 
come early, say around 11:50 December 
1st, and avoid the seasonal rush. A demon-
stration of student fervor, such as a few 
rousing rahs for a successful trip, would be 
greatly appreciated by the passengers and 
their pilot, Dan Nyimicz. 
James Locke 
Student Government 
I hardly think we can overestimate the 
importance of student government. Student 
government has a marvelous potential inas-
much as it is a laboratory in which the na-
tion's most intelligent citi-
zens and leaders can be 
trained. 
The greatest potential of 
student government lies in 
its trend toward community 
government — a government 
in which faculty, students 
and administration all have a 
voice. Privilege always entails 
responsibility which must be 
accepted, and increased privi-
lege of participation in college community 
affairs must be met with a mature sense of 
responsibilty. 
Student Government resembles an in-
structional program and the experience 
gives the student additional security in his 
own education. When students have been 
permitted to present plans and projects to 
the faculty through their own governmental 
agencies, such procedure has proved valu-
able to both groups. 
It is generally conceded that many more 
projects could be handled by student-govern-
mental agencies than are currently con-
sidered to be within their realm. The stu-
dents at Rollins can be proud of the progress 
made by the Student Counciland plan ac-
cordingly for the future potential of this 
organization. 
Dean Jean Day 
Day 
Rollins Family 
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Nov. 13, 1955 
Dear Editor, 
People will naturally disagree 
on the functions of a college 
group. Good constructive sugges-
tions are beneficial, but biased, 
undefined criticisms have a group 
in bewilderment as to the actual 
expression the writer is trying to 
convey. 
In last week's Sandspur the 
Vesper Committee was unfairly 
labeled by the words "religious 
fanaticism" in "Round Rollins." 
However we feel the term was 
used without a serious attempt 
to offer a constructive criticism or 
to make an honest judgment. 
Going to chapel twice a week 
for a 15 minute service has 
proven to be stimulating and 
thought provoking, but hardly 
be termed religious fanaticism. 
Neither the Sunday Chapel 
service nor the evening Vesper 
Service is forced on anyone. 
They both serve to make our 
lives complete. 
Sincerely yours, 
The Vesper Committee 
Dear Editor: 
I would like to use the columns 
of the Sandspur to express the re-
grets of the Theatre Arts Depart-
ment that it was impossible to 
find seats for all the students who 
wanted to see "DIAL M FOR 
MURDER" on Friday night and I 
hope those that were disappointed 
came on Saturday. 
In closing I would like to say 
that this opening production had 
the best November Box Office 
cash sale of tickets for over 10 
years, and more important still .it 
was also the best attended student 
production (340) since November 
1950. I wonder if our new policy 
of advertising our plays in the 
Sandspur could be responsible for 
this!? 
With best wishes and sincere 
congratulations from the Depart-
ment on the great honor which 
was awarded your paper recently. 
Sincerely yours, 
Peter Dearing, Director . 
ANNIE RUSSELL THEATRE 
Dear Editor, 
Who were those anti-social 
spirits, Socrates, Galileo, Pas-
teur, audi Nightengale? Why 
didn't they get out of town? 
Yours sincerely 
John S. Wilson 
College Papers 
WHY POLICEMEN (AND HOUSEMOTHERS) GROW GRAY 
AUSTIN, Texas—(ACP)—It's taken nearly a year,' but the Daily 
Texan has finally made public the story of the University of Texas' 
mysterious dormitory prowler. Here's the way they tell i t : 
It was one of those cool November days last fall, close to Thanks-
giving holidays. Girls at one of the campus dormitories listened to 
radio reports of a patients escape from the Austin State Mental hos-
pital, laughing, discussing and then discarding them. 
About 6:00, one of the girls, dressed in levis, a man's white shirt, 
with her head wrapped in a bandanna,stepped from her second-story 
room onto the' porch roof to dry her freshly washed and rolled hair. 
On impulse, she ran across the roof and tapped on one of the 
windows in the opposite wing. The girl who was studying at the desk 
by the window dropped her book and ran down the hall, screaming 
"Crazy man" . . . a cry which soon spread over the entire second floor. 
The girl on the roof had just ducked back into her room when 
the housemother came running. Quieting the hysterical girls, she 
called the police.
 % 
Night found the rooms along the south porch deserted, with girls 
crowded six deep in the north rooms. That is, all except the girl with 
the rolled-up hair and her equally brave roommate. 
WHAT'S IN A NAME? 
MORGANTOWN, W. Va.—(ACP)—This isn't a "stop the presses" 
item or anything like that, but we pass it along for what it 's worth. 
West Virginia University's Daily Athenaeum gleaned the following 
information from a Social Security administration report: 
According to latest figures, the administration has issued social 
security cards to 149 people named Davy Crockett and 221 people 
named Daniel Boone. That apparently means the Boones have it all 
over the Crocketts when it comes to replenishing the earth. 
At last report, no figures were available on Napoleon Bonaparte 
or Donald Duck. 
The Chapel Tower 
By T. S. Darrah 
According to an A.P. story Bishop Dunn 
and Bishop Sherrill had trouble with their 
eye-sight following the General Convention 
in Honolulu. When Bishop 
Sherrill checked with an ocul-
ist he found that his glasses 
didn't fit him nor his pre-
scription. Recalling that Bish-
op Dunn had been wearing 
glasses identical in appear-
ance with his, Bishop Sherrill 
sent a note. The result was 
that the two Bishops ex-
changed glasses that had been 
mixed in the closing days of 
Darrah the Convention. Now both 
see clearly. 
Some things fit some people perfectly 
but not all. It may be a role, clothes style, 
or friends. If you are having trouble check 
and see if your things are your own. By 
some mix up you may be trying to make a 
go with things that fit some one else. 
'ROUNDJ ROLLINS 
Edge 
THE CASE OF THE CLOVERLEAF LOVER 
The amorphus blob of quivering pink 
protoplasm lay on my gold couch, crossing 
and uncrossing his pudgy protrudences, 
which from hip to a few inches above an 
indistinguishable knee, were encased in plaid 
Bermuda shorts. 
"Would you like to tell me what's wrong 
with you?" I asked. 
"Not with me, Doctor, not with me. 
Everybody else at Rollins is neurotic; but 
I'm not." 
"Then perhaps you ought to tell me why 
you feel this way." 
"Well, Doctor, you see, it is this way. I 
had three dates for last Saturday night. 
Naturally I'm not gross enough to take out 
three girls at once; or for that matter, date 
all three of them at different times during 
the evening. Besides that can prove rather 
embarrassing, especially if they late-date 
too. You know how awkward running into 
a girl you've just left can be? Anyway I 
told the first girl that my brother was com-
ing down from Harvard for the weekend, 
and that I would have to entertain him. The 
second, I told my mother was deathly sick 
and wasn't supposed to last the night out. 
Naturally, under the circumstances, I could 
hardly be expected to go. out with her. The 
third I kept the date with and had a rather 
good time. She went to Kingswood, you 
know. Came out at the Cotillion in New York 
last season." 
"I see, but please tell me what causes 
you to think everybody at Rollins is dis-
turbed.' 
"Well, thought I'd handled the situation 
rather well and felt it my duty to pass it on 
to my fraternity brothers. After all it is 
possible one of them may have three dates 
in one night. Well, Doctor, would you believe 
it? One of my own fraternity brothers 
called me a 24 carat slob! He said I was the 
real thing. Now I ask you Doctor what's 
wrong with a guy like that?" 
"You feel that there is something wrong 
with him," I reflected. 
"Of course! How bourgeois can you get? 
. . . By the way Doctor, do you own a '55 or 
'56 Cadillac?" 
"Neither, I-drive a Ford. Would you like 
to tell me some more?" 
"Well, I would Doctor, but under the 
circumstances I think I had better find an-
other analyst." 
"Yes, I suppose you'd better," I said 
ruefully, while watching my '56 Cadillac 
slide his amorphus self out the door. 
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Worst Movies of 1955 
Three 
By Sandspur Staff 
Little Boy Lost—Who found him? 
and why ? 
Kentuckian—Come back, Shane. 
Hollywood needs you. 
Cobweb — A neurotic spider. 
Love is a Many Splendored Thing 
— Sooo—she was Eurasian. 
View from JPompey's Head—The 
dog might replace Lassie. 
A Search for Gold — Gold is a 
many splendored thing . . . and 
Eurasians don't count. 
Quentin Duward—Too much Tay-
lor and not enough chateau. 
Why do more college 
men and women smoke 
VICEROYS 
than any other 
filter cigarette? 
Because only Viceroy 
gives you 20,000 filter traps 
in every filter tip, made 
from a pure natural substance 
—cellulose—found in delicious 
fruits and other edibles! 
Yes, only Viceroy has this filter composed of 20,000 tiny 
filter traps. You cannot obtain the same filtering action 
in any other cigarette. 
The Viceroy filter wasn't just whipped up and rushed to 
market to meet the new arid skyrocketing demand for fil-
tered cigarettes. Viceroy pioneered. Started research more 
than 20 years ago to create the pure and perfect filter. 
3 Smokers en masse report that filtered Viceroys have a finer flavor even than cigarettes without filters. Rich, 
satisfying, yet pleasantly mild. , 
Viceroy draws so easily that you wouldn't know, without 
looking, that it even had a filter tip . . . and Viceroys cost 
only a penny or two more than cigarettes without filters! 
That's why more college men and women smoke VICEROYS than 
any oth6r filter cigarette . . . t h a t ' s why VICEROY is the largest-
selling filter cigarette in the world! 
2 0 , 0 0 0 
Tiny Filter Traps.. 
Plus that Real Tobacco Taste 
Hotaling Recital 
Is Innovation 
For College 
Edward Hotaling, Orlando, witl 
be presented by the Rollins Con-
servatory of Music in his senior 
conducting recital at 8:30 p.m. 
Sunday, Nov. 20, in Annie Russell 
Theatre. 
Hotaling, who is tenor soloist 
in the Congregational Church in 
Winter Park, is a pupil of Ro-
bert Hufstader, director of the 
Conservatory of Music. He will 
be the first Rollins student to 
graduate in conducting. 
Hotaling also has been a mem-
ber of the Rollins Singers and 
Knowles Memorial Chapel Choir 
for. three years, and the Bach 
chorus for four years. 
Assisting will be: Jeanne New-
ton, Ann Bowers and Susan Mauk, 
sopranos; Joanne Lange, Sandra 
Fogarty, and Joan MacLelland, 
altos; Ross Rosazza, baritone; 
Fred Mauk and Kenneth Pahel, 
tenors; William Hardy and John 
Poellein, basses; Robert Hufstad-
er and Gerson Yessin, pianists. 
Instrumentalists will be: Minna 
Miller and Marguerite Haldeman, 
violin; Alphonse Carlo, viola; 
Katherene Courtney, cello; Donald 
Cobb and Lynn Miller, clarinet; 
and Dewey Anderson, timpani. 
, # * • 
l\ew memoers of Phi Beta, honorary music and. dramatic society are: 
Joan Staab, Jayne Kilbourne, Angela Burdick, Ann Derflinger, Alison 
Dessau, Louise Vick, and Sandra Fogarty. 
Traditional Chapel 
Christmas Service 
Dates Announced 
The annual Christmas Service 
in the Knowles Memorial Cha-
pel will be held at 6:15 and 
8:30 Sunday, Dec. 11 and at 
7:30 on Tuesday, Dec. 13. 
This impressive service is fam-
ous all over central Florida for 
its beauty and carol renditions. At 
the opening of the service, the 
choir presents a candle-light pro-
cession and student readers par-
ticipate throughout the devotional. 
The chow* of Rollins College, 
which is recognized as out-
standing, will present Christ-
mas Carols and anthems cele-
brating the birth of Christ. 
Both traditional and contem-
pory works will be presented. 
Admission cards for people not 
associated with the college may be 
obtained by a written request in-
dicating the number of seats de-
sired, and the date and time pre-
ferred. A self-addressed, stamped 
envelope should be enclosed. 
Students may obtain admission 
cards through their resident 
heads, and are. urged to obtain 
their cards as early as possible 
in order to avoid the rush which 
accompanies announcement of the 
dates of this program. 
Enjoy the CANDLELIGHT 
Charles Civiletti a t the Hammond Organ 
Serving Choice BLUE RIBBON MEATS Exclusively 
Choice Sea Food, Barbecued Chicken and Spare Ribs to take 
out. Serving Hours 12 Noon to 11 p.m. Daily Closed Sundays 
Gateway Corner—Winter Park, Air Conditioned 
FREE PARKING Reservations Tel. 4-7891 
Mills Library 
Displays Copy 
Of Cervantes 
The Mills Memorial Library 
joins the Hispanic Institute in 
Florida in celebrating their 1955 
Cervantes Festival by featuring 
for their November exhibit, "Cer-
vantes and the world he lived in." 
On display are pages from a 
photo-print copy of the original 
greatest work, Don Quixote. 
This copy, printed by the His-
panic Society of America in 
New York was given to the li-
brary recently by Mrs. Angela 
Campbell, Professor of Spanish 
at Rollins. Many works about 
Cervantes and Don Quixote and 
Sancho in both Spanish and 
along with quotations from Don 
Quixote in manuscript. 
To illustrate "the world Cer-
vantes lived in" are pictures of 
Spain and the important people 
of his day. 
As an added attraction there 
are several interesting antique 
pieces from 16th century Spain 
a n d s o m e commemorative 
stamps issued to celebrate the 
anniversary of Cervantes. 
Bonnie Jean 
Hand Painted 
Name" Sweater 
White $14.95 
Also Italian 
Blouses 
Monogramed 
$7.95 
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Mary Jane Doar, Linda Coe, and Tommy DiBacco in a rehearsal scene 
from the Fred Stone play, "High Ground," which opened yesterday. 
« Magoo Part II » 
by Jim "Magoo" Browne 
FRIDAY NIGHT: A sea of hair 
was parted by a proud grin, and 
through London Bridges came, 
"Sorry, Standing Room Only." 
People -were turned away from 
the box office. White jacketed 
ushers gave their best scholarship 
smiles and Magoo tapped his way 
into the Annie Russell. 
I was sitting through my sec-
ond performance of "Dial M" in 
order to review Jayne Kilbourne's 
portrayal of Margo Wendice. Be-
fore I get into my review let me 
first say that Friday's perform-
ance of "Ddal M" was miles away# 
from Monday's nightmare. On 
Friday night Jack Mette smiled 
on dialogue and frowned on 
pauses; Clark Warren burred on 
all fours, and Tom Grubb's pants 
were even baggier. 
Miss Kilbourne's delicate Margo 
Wendice was compltely opposed to 
Miss Enck's dominant Margo. 
Personally I preferred MisS 
Enck's portrayal. Jayne just 
doesn't have the voice color or 
voice change needed for a three 
act leading jrole. Her murder 
scene was superexcellent because 
her whimpering came as a relief 
after her obdurate first act. 
I did like the way Miss Kil-
bourne occupied the stage. Her 
small frame moves with grace and 
purpose. I am quite sure that 
J\
 ro0StHeav— M{ 
HOK-fcOSS h v ! 
when Mr. Dearing cast Jayne he 
visualized the rich image of hav-
ing a petite blond playing oppos-
site the huge and dark Mr. Ku-
buiki Class. 
ANNOUNCING THE M O S T 
POPULAR PROF OF THE YEAR 
CONTEST 
Talent Night, November, 22 the 
Magoo Trophy will be awarded to 
the most popular prof of 1955. 
The most popular prof will be 
selected by votes cast by the 
ROLLINS Student Body. Voting 
will take place in the Center, to-
morrow, Friday, from 11 a.m. to 
2 p.m. 
Magoo and that man of letters, 
Jack Wilson, will man the polls. 
A poll tax of .05 will be charged. 
The poll tax will enable Magoo to 
purchast the trophy. 
RESTRICTIONS: 
1. Pres. McKean and Veep Han-
na will not, for this contest, be 
considered faculty members. 
2. No drinking or loitering near 
the polls, and if you plan to mix 
your driving and drinking make 
sure you have a car. 
3. Faculty members and their 
families will not be permitted to 
campaign or vote. 
4. Hamilton Holt is out of the 
running. 
5. No dark horses — just acui-
ty members will be permitted to 
win. 
"High Ground" Is 
Opening Play On 
Fred Stone Stage 
Talented, good looking, and ex-
perienced, are a few descriptions 
of the freshmen "invading" the 
Fred Stone Theatre this week. 
With two exceptions, the eleven 
members of the cast are all fresh-
men. Although, long, the play is 
fast moving, stirring, and very 
emotional, with a startling climax. 
Linda Coe, from New Jersey, 
has been in quite a few produc-
tions before coming to Rollins. 
Included, are Cheaper by the 
Dozen, and Where's Charlie. She 
does a vivid characterization of 
Sarat, who is sentenced to be 
hung in the morning. Mary Jane 
Doar, a transfer junior from 
Wesleyan (Macon, Ga.), now lives 
in Winter Park. She has played 
in Suspect, Red Peppers, and now 
plays Sister Mary, a middle aged, 
kind person with a great -faith in 
humanity. 
Tom DiBacco, from Sarasota, 
has a Jeading role playing Dr. 
Jeffrys. He has been in Annie Get 
Your Gun and Gi»rl Crazy. From 
Philadelphia, playing Josephine, 
the humorous Irish Nun, is Babs 
Wyman. In Summer Stock, Babs 
was in Sabrina Fair and Pal Joey. 
Lynn Neavling, New York, 
plays the Mother Superior. She 
has played in Macbeth and 
Ghost's. Nancy Rohrsheib, from 
Washington, D. C , is the bitter 
Nurse Phillips; she has been in 
Pride and Prejudice and Sabrina 
Fair. Leon Breuner, from Seattle, 
portrays mentally deficient Willie. 
He also played in Student Prince 
and Father of the Bride. 
Bill Cochran, from Colorado 
College and Winter Park, has 
played in Stalag 17 and Where's 
Charlie. He now plays Mellins, the 
Warden. Jill Josselson, from Cin-
cinnati, plays the flighty sweet 
natured, Nurse Brent. She has 
been in Cyrano Bergerac and 
Stage Door. Sara Brenner, from 
Kentucky, plays Miss Pierce, the 
Wardeness; and has also been in 
Little Women. From Mass., is 
Mary Lee Sands, who portrays 
Martha, the busy body. She has 
been in Pinafore and Pirates of 
Penzance. 
High Ground, by Chariot Hast-
ings, will be the first play of the 
season presented in the Fred 
Stone Theatre. I t begins at 8:30. 
Tickets are 50 cents, and may be 
purchased before each perform-
ance at the Theatre box office. 
Donald Allen is directing, and 
Ford Oehne, Stage Managing. 
"DOC'S" 
O'Brien's Pharmacy 
COMPLETE DRUG STORE SERVICE 
HELENA RUBINSTEIN AND 
Other Nationally Known Cosmetics 
Winter Park Phone 4-6101 
Need A Picture Frame? 
We can furnish photo frames from stock or make 
any type of frame to order — 
For Any Framing Need 
The Florida Frame House 
656 Orange Ave. Winter Park 
Sandb ox 
by SPOONBOY 
By Spoonboy 
I'm coming, I'm coming to Homecoming!!!! Twas the chant of 
many who traipesed to Gainesville for the prolonged festivities of 
the past weekend . . . Seen dodging the many >kiddie cars that were 
running loose were: Cam Chapman; Bebe Ross; Margie Bristol; Ann 
Smith; Judy Howard; Sherry Voss; Jo Ann Anthony; Barbara Hass; 
Earlene Roberts; Barbara Mead; Joy Woods; Bill Hoadly; Roger 
Seabrook and many others. . . Joy and Earlene were struck by 25 
bolts of moonlightening and delighted their crowd at the game by 
serving up many WHAT-A-BURGERS. 
Pelicanning for a couple of days were the Sigma Nus. Ron Paiva 
sang many songs ably accompanied by the greatest uke strummer 
in 40 counties, Leslie Priester. The sun's rays were so bright that 
Tom Hulihan's complexion turned from Pink to Rosey Red . . . Head 
Bouncer for this joyous occasion was no other than Ed Gray . . Elmer 
Lott was number one host for those grouped around the Fountain 
of Youth. Bud Bilenski carried out the t rash for Lucy which consisted 
of coffee cake brought over on the Mayflower. Creatures of the 
Upper Attic for this jolly little get-to-gether were: Leslie Priester, 
Stu Maples; Judy Strite, Bud Bilenski; Judy Hoffman, Bud Traylor; 
Jo Davis, Elmer Lott; Sandy De Long, Ronnie Paiva; Bobbie Martin, 
Ed Gray; Delle Davies, Joe Dallanegra. . . . Jim Robinson came down 
from Chi Town and received a warm welcome. Don Weber and Norm 
Gross washed up on the tide in innertubes during the late afternoon 
for a bit of refreshment. 
H: . ^j % %i :je 
Chaos was created by Punky Ladd in the Kappa house one night 
last week. . . While preparing to take her daily ablutions she ran 
down stairs to chat with someone and left the third floor bath tub 
overflowing to oblivion. . . . Heroine of the evening was Margie 
Bristol who upon opening the door of her suite was all but washed 
away . . . Dashing up a flight she managed to dunk her watch in the 
process of saving the Kappas . . . 
Pledged: Rita Stull, Susan Barclay to Gamma Phi Beta. 
June Lundsberg to Pi Beta Phi, Lonrajn Abbot to Kappa Alpha 
Theta. 
Pinned: Sue Murray, KKG to Dick Bezemer, X Club. 
Marilyn Leighty, Alpha Phi to Paul Dirscoll, KA. 
Linda Coe, Indie to Matt Sinnot, X Club. 
Peggy Leech, Alpha Omega to Dick Senger, Air Force. . . 
Dodie Riddle Modeling A Skirt and 
Sweater Combination 
from 
Lohr Lea 
Wool Plaid Skirt $14.95 
Cashmere Sweater $23.95 
Photo by Sandy Hose 
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Igopogo » « 
WHO WILL HELP GABRIEL-
LA? That's my question for the 
day. It's your turn to listen, so 
lend me your ear. 
Gabriella is six, the eldest of 
three children . . . She never slept 
j n a bed . . • She goes to school 
because she gets one free meal a 
day • • • She has no others . . . 
She never owned a toy . . . Home 
is a hut, 9x12 . . . 
,,; The walls are of 
c a r d b o a r d in 
spots where the 
logs have rotted 
away . . . t h e 
floor is earthen 
. . . there are no 
facilities . . . . 
Gabriella's p a r -
ents survived the 
war in Italy, but 
now there is no 
employment . . . their hearts are 
torn, for they cannot help their 
child . . • not even comb her hair 
, . . they do not own a comb . . . 
Gabriella's hunger is unappeased, 
her misery deep . . . She cannot 
smile . . . Help to this family 
means hope instead of despair . . . 
a chance to live . . . 
When IGOPOGO first told me 
about this little girl, I almost 
laughed out loud, 'cause I*d had 
people try to get me to cry on 
their shoulders before with such 
sob stories. But, for some reason, 
this story was different. 
It wasn't that I got real senti-
mental about this little Gabriella, 
but, somehow, when I got to 
thinkin' about everything I had 
in life, and how I just fooled 
around taking it for granted, I 
got to feelin' awful bad, because 
this poor little Gabriella really 
didn't have anything and she was 
just a kid. Here I was pret' near 
grown and I never had any kind 
of an idea that little kids like 
this actually lived under such con-
ditions. 
Anyhow, that night, I sat up in 
my tree and was so busy thinkin' 
about that little kid that I couldn't 
even hoot and scare people. The 
next day IGOPOGO got just real 
excited when I told him that I 
wanted to go IGOPOGO for little 
Gabriella. 
"Just wait til after Christmas," 
he told me, "you'll have your 
chance to join in just like every-
body else and help people just 
like little Gabriella." 
Boy o! That night I hooped and 
howled for twelve hours straight. 
My conscience didn't bother me 
nearly so bad, now, 'cause I knew 
that after Christmas, IGOPOGO, 
and that 's for sure! 
PRESCRIPTIONS 
Tobacco — Magazines — Cosmetics 
Visit The-Friendly Pharmacists 
At 
TAYLOR'S PHARMACY 
102 N. Park Ave.^ Corner Morse Blvd. 
WINTER PARK 
James Gregg, originally from Ohio, at his official desk where he has assumed his regular duty as the 
man who has been manager of the Rollins Student Center for the past five years. 
-A L A N * . C-HARMETfc../ 
COTTON ANJ>SI'M<, :- ~™£ 
COLL-Acf*. ANb-FOU- SWCEt3 
O F 5 K I H . T $PGED WITH 
B A L L T S J N G E . . . NAV*y, 
C-HARCOAZ. Ofc.'RET.D 
SIZES 7-/5......39$? 
Ooi> ^rtrcX^/ 
In "Proctor Centre" Winter Park 
Rollins Is Same 
Today As It Was 
Just A Year Ago 
One philosophy of history which 
may well apply to Rollins is "His-
tory repeats itself." No? Well . . . 
how about these items which ap-
peared in the November 18th is-
sue of last year's Sandspur: 
"ART announces cast of Cur-
ious Savage';" included were 
Jayne Kilbourne, Tom Grubbs, 
and Mary Enck. 
"Carol Anderson, Rollins fresh-
man, traveled to Miami to com-
pete in the semi-finals for the 
Orange Bowl Queen contest." 
"The big question before the 
Fiesta Committee is whether 
or not to continue the precedent* 
of contracting a name band for 
the Fiesta . . ." 
"I t is the firm conviction of 
'Footloose' that the express man 
seen entering the ' rear door of 
'Chez Mayes' carrying a 'Duncan 
Hines Recommends' sign . . . had 
the wrong address." 
"Mike Crecco takes award for 
essay on T h e Amejrican Enter-
prise System." 
"This weekend the (Chi O's, 
Sigma Nu's, X Club, K. A.'s, Pi 
Phi's, Theta's, ' etc.) had a 
party . . . " 
James Gregg Responsible 
For Center's Popularity 
Perhaps no student here will 
remember the Student Center just 
six years ago. In those days, it 
was a dreary place, forever in 
need of cleaning and serving food 
nowhere near comparison with 
that of today. 
The big change resulting in 
the excellent quality of the 
Center of today was the coming 
to Rollins of James Gregg, 
present manager of the Center. 
To all Rollins students, the 
name James Gregg is associated 
with the cheerful little man who 
is seen bustling about the Cen-
ter at all hours of the day, turn-
ing on the juke box, making 
change, or taking inventory. 
Gregg comes from Martin's 
Fer^y, Ohio, where he was the 
well-known proprietor of a res-
taurant both there and Wheel-
ing, West Virginia. One of 
these, called Ferryland, was 
recommended by, Duncan Hines. 
Having owned this restaurant 
for twenty-three years, Gjegg 
still maintains a partnership in 
the Ferryland. 
Gregg says that when he came 
from Ohio just five years ago to 
take over the Center, he was so 
• -*-
i 
Turner's Oyster Bar 
& 
Seafood Restaurant 
Oysters & Clams on the Half Shell 
Pizza Pies as you like them 
t 
Catfish 'n "Hush Puppies" 
all you can eat for $1.50 
N The Turquoise Room is available for 
Parties & Banquets 
One blocjk from campus next to the Western Union 
Office. 
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| Did You Know? 
j CENTRAL FLORIDA'S § 
I "WIDEST SELECTION" [ 
| RECORD DEPT. J 
Is at Your "Doorstep" 
! VkeMuskKox \ 
333 Park Ave. W.P. 3-2421 
disappointed by conditions that if 
it hadn't been for Florida's cli-
mate he would have walked right 
back to Ferryland. The help walk-
ed on floorboards behind the coun-
ter which were usually inches 
deep in water, the food was 
abysmal, and the entire place was 
in sorry need of repairs and clean-
ing. 
A large percentage of the 
Center's profits have gone to 
improve the Center's facilities. 
During the time Gregg has been 
at Rollins, the Center has had 
new floors, new drinking foun-
tains, a completely modernized 
kitchen and the broom closet 
remodeled into a walk-in cooler. 
Now the Center orders the best 
of food which can be bought. 
Gregg intimated that he felt Cen-
ter customers really appreciated 
the good food, judging from the 
many meals eaten there each day. 
The cheerfulness of the Rol-
lins students has impressed 
Gregg with the reality of Rol-
lins' atmosphere of friendliness; 
he says each of us smiles and 
says hello to him, and the mat-
ter of knowing names has be-
come an unnecessary procedure. 
Thus the Center of today, with 
its cheerful atmosphere and good 
food is due chiefly to the pleasant 
"Buckeye" who', with his- family, 
came to Rollins just five years ago 
and began the campaign to give 
us our Rollins student Center of 
today. 
SI 
I will be 
careful... 
with matches 
1
 with smokes j 
with campfires 
with any f i re , 
i 
PREVENT 
FOREST FIRES! 
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The Tar basketball squad. Front row left to right a re Frank Willis and J. C. Strange. Kneeling are Jim 
Doran, Boyd Coffie, Ra Moody, Jack Gaudette, Lee Martindale, Al Fantuzzi and Elmer Lott. Standing 
are manager Corky Borders, Gary Gabbard, Bob Schuder, Hal Lawler, Dick Bezemer and coach Dan 
Nyimicz. 
Rollins Basketballers Bradley Bound 
For Season's Hoop Opener Dec. 5 
Jim Locke 
Rollins basketball coach, Dan 
Nyimicz, has fixed a wary eye 
,upon the calendar as his chattels 
enter the final two weeks of con-
ditioning before the Tars will be 
tested December 3rd in the sea-
sons opener against Bradley Uni-
versity a t Peoria, Illinois. 
On the first of next month the 
Tars will embark via plane for the 
Bradley Braves camp. Not since 
the N.Y.U. victory of last year 
have the Rollins men met with any 
stiffer competition than they will 
encounter in Peoria. Bradley has 
long been touted as a basketball 
stronghold and this years hoop 
squad should not discredit the rep-
utation. 
The Bradley Braves, led by the 
former West Point cage coach, Bob 
Vanatta, envisage a promising sea-
son. Last year the Braves won 
nine games while losing twenty. 
On paper this would hot stack up 
as an unusually brilliant season's 
effort. Yet it was this team with 
the unimpressive record that 
caught fire near tournament time 
and raced to the N.C.A.A. semi-
finals before being dumped by 
Colorado, 93-81. 
Vanatta, now in his second year 
as coach, must be bubbling with 
unrestrained optimism for he has 
four lettermen returning (one of 
which is Lee Utt, a 6' 3" guard 
who was chosen as the teams most 
simmmiiimiiuiiiiiiiimmiiimmmmiiimmmmmiic 
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! LAY-AWAY | 
I FEATURE | 
One Dollar | 
I reserves any article until = 
I CHRISTMAS I 
| Idents 
| Necklace & Bracelet 1 
Set 
| Rings | 
Fountain Pens | 
| Expert Watch | 
| Repairing | 
| J. CALVIN MAY | 
| 352 Park Ave. S. | 
| Winter Park | 
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valuable player) plus last seasons 
freshman team; a team that was 
one of the outstanding freshman 
quints in the nation; a team that 
in winning fifteen out of a six-
teen game slate hit the hoop for a 
fantastic 98 point per game aver-
age. 
The Braves, if they so desired, 
could throw a starting five against 
Rollins averaging 6'5". Of the en-
tire 18 members of the squad now 
working out, only two are under 
6'. Their tallest man is a towering 
6'8" thereby classifying our Dick 
Bezemer as a small man. Dick is 
a mere 6'5". 
I t is not surprising that Brad-
ley, in spite of playing in the tough 
Missouri Valley Conference which 
houses powerful St. Louis and 
Oklahoma A&M, has an outside 
chance of copping the league chant-
pionship. 
Rollins will engage the Braves 
as decided-, underdogs. Pre-season 
pollsters have not decided if Rol-
lins is to lose by 20 or 25 points. 
In December of 54 the Tars also 
stepped out of their league to 
meet a favored N.Y.U. team at 
the Memorial J r . High School gym. 
Rollins parleyed its underdog sta-
tus into an upset 87-79 win over 
a surprised Violet cage group. 
There is no reason why such an 
upset can not be repeated. Often 
a team has entered a contest with 
the odds seemingly insurmountable 
and has emerged victorious main-
ly because the favored team relax-
ed momentarily. It will be up to 
the Tars to take advantage of 
any lapses of a Brave defense. 
Pre-season ratings of college 
and university basketball teams 
place Rollins in fourth place in 
the Florida Intercollegiate Bas-
ketball Conference with Florida 
State, Miami and Stetson in the 
lead positions. This same ratng 
has Bradley at 21.2 favorite over 
the Tars and considers the Braves 
the 83rd best team in the country 
while Rollins is only placed 407 in 
the national scramble for top 
ranking. 
The New Standard 
of the 
AMERICAN ROAD 
Worth more when you buy it. 
Worth more when you sell it. 
FOR THE BEST IN FORD SERVICE SEE 
HEINTZELMAN'S 
36 W. LIVINGSTON ORLANDO 
PHONE 3-3474 
Park Avenue 
Cocktail Lounge 
and 
Package Store 
Dancing Nightly 
Featuring Bob Tate on Piano 
Ed Browning on Bass & Art Brophy on Drums 
Friday and Saturday 
114 Park Ave. N. Phone 3-6152 
he Locker Room 
by Dick Haldeman 
Whether or not the Rollins 
spirit has true existence or is a 
legend will be borne out by Dec. 
1, when the Rollins basketball 
squad embarks for Peoria, Illinois 
and its season's opener with 
Bradley. 
After that night it should be 
known whtther the Rollins bas-
ketball team is making the trip 
or if Rollins is making the trip. 
There is a difference. A large 
segment of the Rollins population 
has no interest in the tedious six 
day a week practice grind which 
the squad is undergoing preparing 
for this game. This lack of in-
terest can continue and the Tars 
can go to Bradley and return un-
observed. The only reward for 
their hard work can be the per-
sonal satisfaction the players can 
derive from knowing they have 
done a good job. Without the sup-
port of the students, the basketball 
team will cease to be a part of 
Rollins but no more than its rep-
resentative. 
The flu bug and the loss of one 
of the four veterans on the squad, 
gave the Rollins basketball team 
and its coach Dan Nyimicz some 
anxious moments as another week 
of practice slipped by last week. 
Influenza sent freshman Bob 
Schuder, whose 6-4 frame is be-
ing depended upon to help the Tars 
on the boards this season, to the 
infirmary for more than a week. 
A broken nose suffered by sopho-
more vet Jack Gaudette while 
playing baseball last summer 
caused him to give up basketball 
after the first few practices. 
These breaks heaped further re-
sponsibilities on the Tars and 
their coach, who must prepare for 
the diversified offense and, de-
fenses used by Bradley Univer-
sity. Only two and a half weeks 
of drills remain before the opener 
with Bradley. 
A steady diet of full court 
practices was slated for the 
squad this week. The team which 
looked good during half court 
scrimmages early, last week, saw 
the need for more full court work 
after the first game length full 
court scrimmage Saturday. 
$ * ,* 
A lot has been said about what 
the scholarship athlete owes to 
the school, but there is a certain 
amount that the 
school owes the 
scholarship ath-
lete when he ful-
fills his side of 
the bargain. 
The R o l l i n s 
basketball team 
has been work-
] ing at a disad-
j v a n t a g e this 
J] winter having to 
Haldeman practice nights 
at the Winter Park gymnasium. 
This is unavoidable. I t is also 
hard on the athlete as a student 
and an athlete. It is discomfort 
enough for the boy who has just 
finished eating to have to go 
through a long basketball drill 
without his having to also wail 
upon and clean tables at night. Ii 
at all possible, members of the 
basketball squad should be re-
lieved of this duty during the sea-
son, with their time made up al 
the other meals. 
* * * 
The first squad, composed oi 
Dick " Bezemer, Jack Ruggles 
Gary Gabbard, Boyd Coffie ant 
Al Fantuzzi, barely defeated th< 
second team, which consisted ol 
Hal Lawler, Jim Doran, Ra 
Moody, Elmer Lott and Lee Mar 
tindale Saturday, 79-75. Th( 
game really went about a quart 
er overtime and Nyimicz an 
nounced afterwards that the tean 
still didn't look capable of goinj 
full court, although the game wai 
faster than the one of the wee! 
before. 
The outstanding player on th 
floor during the drill was Lott 
who dunked 27 points, 11 on shot 
from the outside. Gabbard hit fo 
26 points while playing outstand 
ing ball for his second straigh 
scrimmage. 
Only 12 players were present a 
the Saturday , scrimmage, wit 
Stymour Lapin and Frank Willi 
on hand as reserves 
State Auto Body Works 
CHARLES R. GRINNAN 
Central Florida's Only Modern Bake Oven 
• Auto Painting 
• Wrecks a Specialty 
• Convertible Tops 
• Upholstering and Seat Covers 
• Body and Fender Work 
General Tires 
1280 Orange Ave. Winter Park, Fla. 
LAUNDER IT 
AT THE 
LflUnD£R£TT6 
Complete Laundy and Dry Cleaning Service 
Bob Townsend Campus Representative 
161 West Fairbanks Ave. Winter Park 
Phone 3-4351 
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Shorts In Sports 
by Melissa Hudgins 
Coach Dan 
Hudgins 
One of the chief complaints of 
zirls at Rollins down through the 
years has been that they cannot 
compete in intercollegiate sports. 
There has been a girls ' water 
skiing team it's true, and a very 
successful one too, but the Tar 
girl golfers and tennis players 
have cried for competition on the 
intercollegiate level 
Well, this year 
j f y i n t i c z andf~" 
other golf coach 
eg t h r o u g hou 
the state decidec 
to do something 
about that. Soj 
they ar/anged to 
have the g i r 1] 
golfers play 
s t a t e tourna 
ment at the sam 
time as the boys. 
March 9, 10, and 
11 in Ocala. 
It would seem tha t the Rollins 
girl golfers would be on the links 
overtime now that they finally 
had intercollegiate - competition. 
Are they? The girls golf ladder 
was scheduled to open play Oct. 
27. This is mid-November and 
matches still haven't started. 
Most of the girls didn't even bo-
ther to qualify. Do they really 
want competition or don't they? 
* * * 
Although perpetual rains pre-
vented most of the women's ten-
nis ladder matches from being 
played last week, Joan McLellan, 
who recently defeated Judy By-
gate, 6-4, 6-4, caused an upset 
Friday by defeating Marianne 
Weil 6-3,6-0. Marianne previously 
held top position on the ladder 
beside Leigh Hay. 
The decision of who would hold 
the two top positions on the lad-
der was made by the ladder en-
trants previous to any of the play-
ed matches. 
The McLellan - Weil victory, 
therefore, boosts McLellan into 
Weil's former position on the lad-
der. 
Darlene Dix lost her match to 
Barbara Arend 7-5, 9-7. 
This leaves Barbara Arend to 
play Joan McLellan and Leigh 
Hay to play Sally True in the 
semi-finals of the third round. 
Betsy Brown and Ginger Carpen-
ter have not yet played their first 
round. 
Friday, November 11th, was a 
thrilling afternoon of basketball 
in the women's intramural race, 
for the only three undefeated 
teams, Theta, Sands, and Kappa, 
were to play. The Spurs, the fourth 
team, only loss had been to the 
Thetas. 
At the close of the first game, 
the Kappas edged the Spurs from 
a half time score of 29-29 to a 
58-51 victory. 
Kappa stalwart, Anne Richard-
son, should be commended for her 
ability to rack up 24 points after 
a bad fall during the tense second 
half. 
The second game presented the 
Thetas vs. the Sands. The Thetas 
took command after the first quar-
ter and went ahead to win 46-24. 
Pulling from a 12-12 halftime 
tie, the Alpha Phi's won their 
first game of the year Monday 
afternoon over the Phi Mu's 32-27. 
Anita Wadsworth, Alpha Phi 
guard, has been the "shining 
light" for the Alpha Phi's, in de-
veloping an accurate shooting 
technique somewhat like that of 
Nat Rice, star player for the 
Alpha Phi's who graduated in '55. 
In the first game Monday, the 
Gamma Phi's scored a 38-31 win 
over the Pi Phi's. The Pi Phi's 
played hard and fast, but the 
Gamma Phi team gained their vic-
tory by applying much stronger 
and more powerful forces. 
On the whole, basketball games 
have been more interesting each 
week; skill and accuracy is in-
creasing among women's groups on 
the Rec Hall basketball floor, but 
there are a few experienced play-
ers who, though perhaps unin-
tentionally, persist in unnecessary 
roughness and shoving around oh 
the basketball floor. 
50 million times a day 
at home, at work or on the way 
1. Bright, bracing t a s t e . . . 
ever-fresh and sparkling. 
2. A welcome bit 
of quick energy . . • 
brings you 
back refreshed. 
BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY 
ORLANDO COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY 
"Coke is
 a registered trade-mark. 1954, The Coca-Cola Company 
Sigma Nu pitcher Bud Traylor s tar ts for first base after a hit in the early innings of Monday's Sigm; 
Nu-Delta Chi softball game. Delta Chi catcher Bill Fathauer watches the play. Delta Chi won, 8-2. 
Florida State Tennis Tourney 
Attracts Net Stars To Rollins 
By Tommy Di Bacco 
The Florida State Tennis Asso-
ciation Senior Closed Tournament 
will be held a t the Rollins College 
tennis courts on November 24-27. 
The tournament, sponsored by 
Rollins and under the direction of 
Rollins tennis coach Norman 
Copeland, will draw approximate-
ly 100 top tennis stars from all 
over the state. 
In order to be eligible to com-
pete in the tournament, each play-
er must be a member of the Flor-
ida Lawn Tennis Association, and 
either a resident of the state or 
a student attending a school ojr 
college in the state. 
The results of this tournament 
could well decide the all important 
state rankings, even though it is 
the first major tournament of the 
winter season. The nation's top 
tennis team, Miami? will be re-
presented and should prove to 
pose a definite threat to the other 
teams. 
General Chairman of the fou>r 
day tournament is Bobby Boyd, 
Gamma Phi alumnae, and member 
of last year's graduating class. 
For the last few weeks Bobbie has 
been busy with registration forms, 
fees, and numerous other details 
which accompany a tournament of 
this nature. 
The following ladder is com-
WINTER PARK 
DRIVE-IN ! 
THEATRE 
HIWAY 17-92 
North of Gateway 
Phone 4-5261 
posed of these Rollins players in 
the Men's and Women's Singles. 
Men's Singles: 
1. Guy Filosof 
2. Memo Garcia 
3. George Longshore 
4. Vic Antonette 
5. Bob Bell 
6. Phil Lubetkin 
7. Bill Behrmann 
8. Jack Mette 
9. Paul Driscoll 
Women's Singles: 
1. Joan McClellan 
2. Sally True 
3. Dana Lasker 
4. Betsy Brown 
5. Judy Bygate 
In last year's tournament, 
which was also held at Rollins, the 
state women's double champion-
ship was captured by Rollins 
players, Nancy Corse and Carmen 
Lampe. Rollins' Pat Stewart lost 
to Connie Ball, a Rollins graduate, 
in the finals. 
Alberto Danel, member of last 
year's graduating class at Rollins, 
beat top-seeded Orlando Garrido 
of Miami in last year's tourna-
ment, before losing to second 
seeded Al Harum of the Hurri-
canes in the finals. 
All Rollins' students who are 
•remaining on campus during the 
Thanksgiving holidays are urged 
to attend this tournament. There 
is no admission charge, and you 
will be able to witness some of the 
finest tennis competition in the 
state. 
Wed. - Sat. 
1st Outdoor Showing 
"The McConnell 
Story" 
In Color & Cinemascope 
Alan Ladd 
June Allyson 
plus 
"Warpath 
in Technicolor 
Edmund O'Brien 
Dean Jagger 
Sun. - Wed. 
1st Outdoor Showing 
"Blood Alley 
Color & Cinemascope 
John Wayne 
Lauren Bacall 
plus 
"Cartoon Carnival" 
Bugs Bunny 
Box Office Opens 6:00 
First Show 6:45 
Box Office Closes 10:00 
10:30 on Friday & 
SIGMA NU BOWS 
TO DELT TEAM 
IN I. M. PLAY 
Delta Chi slammed Sigma Nu 
with a stunning 8-2 win Monday 
afternoon in the Sandspur Bowl. 
In winning, the Delts retained 
second place in the race for the 
championship. Delta Chi and the 
X Club were scheduled to play a 
decisive game in the champion-
ship race yesterday. Going into 
the game the Club was undefeated 
and Delta Chi had lost but one 
game. 
The Delts' Gerry Sprayregen 
pitched the victory over the Black 
and Gold. Sprayregen allowed on-
ly seven well scattered hits. 
Delta Chi hitting power didn't 
let down. Bill Fathauer, Guy Fil-
osof and John Opdyke each had two 
hits for the winners. Fathauer 
and Filosof knocked in four runs 
between them for Delta Chi. 
Bud Traylor pitched a good 
game for Sigma Nu after a shakey 
first inning in which he allowed 
Delta Chi four runs. Chuck Weis-
man had two singles and Bud 
Bilensky contributed a three bag-
ger for the losers. 
I t was the second loss of the 
season for Sigma Nu against three 
wins. Sigma Nu opposes the X 
Club in what will prove another 
important game in the league 
standings Monday afternoon. 
In the previous game this sea-
son between the Club and Sigma 
Nu, the two teams battled to a 
10-10 tie called because of dark-
ness after five innings. 
Gordon's Barber Shop 
88 W. New England Ave. 
(at the Railroad) 
HAIRCUTS $1.00 
Phone 4-5041 
! . 
HARPER'S TAVERN 
and 
RESTAURANT 
Cocktail Lounge open from 
9 A.M. to 12 P.M. 
DANCING NIGHTLY 
539 West Fairbanks 
Phone for reservations 3-9511 
M. A. Nasser Proprietor 
Eight T h e R o l l i n s S a n d s p u r Thursday, November 17, 1955 
Ugly Man Is 
Elected Today 
By Students 
Joe Dallanegra, the Chester-
field Campus Representative, i's 
sponsoring a contest to settle 
the old, controversial question 
the females are always asking, 
namely, an "Ugly Man" con-
test. 
Those nominated are Bud Bi-
lenski, Sigma Nn; Hal Durant, 
X Club; Terry Moffatt, Lambda 
Chi; Dick Williams, India; Cole 
Church, KA; and Jarret t Brock, 
Delta Chi. 
All interested parties may cast 
their votes by way of a Chester-
field or L and M wrapper in 
the Student Center immedately 
following the time when the 
Sandspur comes out. Ballots may 
be purchased from the cashier 
in the Center for a $.27 pack of 
cigarettes. 
The lucky winner will receive 
cigarettes for his special talent. 
Girls: Let's all vote and settle 
this issue once and for all. And 
men: remember, if you don't vote 
to keep one of them ugly, you 
may be next year! 
Vote Thursday! 
Concert Series 
To Present 
Seven Recitals 
Seven recitals of the Rollins 
Concert Series have been announ-
ced by Robert Hufstader, director 
of the Rollins College Conservatory 
of Music. 
Opening the series will be Cath-
arine Crozier, internationally 
known organist, who will appear 
Dec. 4 in Knowles Memorial 
Chapel. 
All subsequent concerts will be 
held in Annie Russell Theatre at 
8:30 p.m. 
Other recitals scheduled are: 
The Robert Masters Quartet of 
London, Jan. 13; Alphonse Carlo, 
violinist, and Katherine Carlo, pian-
ist, Feb. 12; Gerson Yessin, pian-
ist, Feb. 17; Carol Smith, con-
tralto, and John Carter, pianist, 
March 13; The Rollins Singers, 
Robert Hufstader, conductor, April 
6; and Ross Rosazza, baritone, and 
John Carter, pianist, May 4. 
Subscriptions for the series are 
$12 and entitle subscribers to two 
membership cards of admission 
for the entire series. 
Representatives of social groups entering ugly man contest are pic-
tured above, left to right, Bud Bilinski, Sigma Nu; Hal Durant, X 
Club; Terry Moffet, Lambda Chi; Dave Williams, Independent; Cole 
Church, Kappa Alpha; Jar,ret Brook, Delta Chi. 
Cotton Queen 
Contest Date Set 
The 1956 Maid of Cotton will 
weay a glamorous year-round 
collection of cotton fashions to 
show the latest trends in cotton 
fabrics and styling. 
The contest is now under way 
to choose the Cotton Belt girl 
who will wear these cottons in her 
role of fashion and good v/ill rep-
resentative for the industry. Any 
girl born in a cotton-producing 
state who has never been married, 
who is between the ages of 19-25, 
and who is at least 5 feet 5 inches 
tall is eligible to enter. 
Entry forms and complete in-
formation are available from the 
National Cotton Council, P. O. 
Box 9905, Memphis 12, Tenn. 
These forms must be completed 
and returned to contest head-
quarters along with two photo-
graphs—one, a head and shoulder 
portrait and the other, full length. 
All entries must be postmarked no 
later than midnight, December 1, 
1955, to be eligible. 
The Cotton Council points out 
that contestants will be judged on 
personality, poise, and intelligence, 
as well as beauty. 
After the Maid is selected, she 
will leave immediately for New 
York for fittings of her wardrobe. 
A month later, she will set out on 
her six month tour of more than 
40 cities in the United States, Can-
ada, and Europe. 
DALLAS BOWER 
COLLEGE GARAGE 
Heavy Duty Wrecker Service, Repairing 
PAINTING — BODY WORK 
Washing, Waxing, Lubrication 
210 W. Fairbanks Ave. Winter Park 
. Telephone 3-2891 
N A S S A U 
Plane leaves Wed Nov. 23 
No Change 
Return Sun. Nov. 27 
Swetman Travel Service 
401 Park Ave., N. Winter Park 
Phone 4-3201 
New Civil Service 
Positions Open 
The United States Civil Service 
Commission has announced new 
examinations for Engineering and 
Statistical Draftsman positions in 
Washington, D. C , and vicinity. 
The salaries for both positions 
range from $2,960 to $6,390 a year. 
Applicants. must have had ap-
propriate experience or education 
and must furnish a sample of 
their work. No written tests are 
required. 
Further information may be ob-
tained from the U. S. Civil Service 
Commission, Washington 25, D.C. 
tm 
WPRK 
On The Air 
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 17 
4:00 Rod's Record Room 
5:15 Land of the Free 
5:30 Dinner Music > 
6:30 Report on Europe 
6:45 Wandering Ballad Singer 
7:00 Great Lakes Story 
7:30 Chamber Concert 
8:00 Rollins Forum 
8:30 The Tvolution of Jazz 
9:30 Dormitory Special 
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 18 
4:00 Rod's Record Room 
5:15 Bonjour Mesdames 
5:30 Dinner Music 
6:30 Winter Park News 
6:45 Purdue Band 
7:00 Foreign Affairs 
7:30 Music and Memories 
8:00 High Fidelity Program 
8:30 Requtst Program 
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 21 
4:00 Rod's Record Room 
5:15 Bonjour Mesdames 
5:30 Dinner Music 
6:30 Winter Park News 
6:45 Guest Star 
7:0GJ American Adventure 
7:30 Vocal Recital 
8:00 Junior Town Meeting 
8:30 Rollins Symphony Hour 
9:30 Dormitory Special 
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 22 
4:00 Rod's Record Room 
5:15 Adventures in Research 
5:30 Dinner Music 
6:30 Teen Talk 
6:45 Napoleon's Retreat 
7:00 Elizabethan Theatre 
7:30 French Masteirwojrks 
8:00 Betty Coed 
9:30 WPRK Piano Concept 
9:30 Dormitory Special 
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 23 
4:00 Rod's Record Room 
5:15 Man With a Question 
5:30 Dinner Music 
6:30 Window on the World 
6:45 Spirit of the Vikings 
7:00 Man's Right to Knowledge 
7:30 Hollywood to Broadway 
8:00 Paris Star Time 
8:30 BBC Theatre 
9:30 Pon-American Program 
Officers Elected At 
First German Club 
Meeting This Year 
The first of what will be bi-
monthly meetings of the German 
Club was held at 7:15 last Tues-
day evening, Nov. 8, in the French 
House. 
The officers elected were: Joan 
MacLelland, president; Bill Cooke, 
vice-president; and Eddie Hotal-
ing, treasurer. 
Herr Fisher briefed new mem-
bers on the past activities of the 
German Club two of which were 
the annual German Christmas 
open house, and an evening in 
which steins provide the enter-
tainment. 
The main attraction of the 
evening was Bill Cooke's color 
slides of some of the sights and 
scenery of Germany that he snap-
ped on a recent summer excursion. 
The next informal gathering of 
the club will be in the French 
House this coming Tuesday, Nov. 
22, immediately following the 
evening vesper service in the 
chapel. 
Sally 'Hunt will be in charge 
of the program. 
Membership in the German 
Club is open to anyone at Rol-
lins regardless of race tongue or 
accent. Visitors are always wel-
come. 
Beal-Maltbie 
Shell Museum 
Re-Opened Now 
The Rollins College Beal-Malt-
bie Shell Museum, which contains 
one of the outstanding shell col-
lections of the world, is now open 
for the winter season. 
A specially designed building 
which was given by the late Mr. 
B. L. Maltbie, Altamonte 
Springs, houses oveir 80,1,000 
shells which are artistically dis-
played in their lighted cases. 
These shells, which come from 
all parts of the world, were col-
A White Elephant sale fori 
the Winter Park Memorial j 
Hospital will be held Friday! 
and Saturday at the Knowel [ 
Building in Winter Park. The! 
Knowel Building is located be- j 
hind the Florida Bank andi 
Trust Co. on the corner ofj 
Knowel and Webber Streets.! 
All Rollins students are urged I 
to donate clothing or other j 
odds and ends for the' sale by | 
Thursday afternoon. 
lected by the late Dr. James H. 
Beal and presented to Rollins. 
School teachers and scout lead-
ers are invited to make appoint-
ments for taking groups of chil-
dren into the museum without 
charge. 
A nominal fee is charged the 
general public. 
The museum will be open Mon-
days through Saturdays from 1-5 
p.m., and on Sundays from 2-5 
p.m. 
Need Glasses? Broke Your Glasses? 
R A M S D E L L ' S O P T I C I A N S 
Just 4 Blocks From Campus 
Knowles Professional Building Cor. Knowles & Welbourne 
Carol Enze wearing a fashionable 
Dress by Roberta Richards 
Wool Lace Knit — 
Junior Sizes 5 thru 13 
from the 
Deb Shop 
Orlando 649 N. Orange Ave. 
Phone 5-8977 
Ample Free Parking in Plaza Court 
Photo by Sandy Hose 
